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ТРЕНДЫ ……………………...……………………………………………………………
В обновленном Google Chrome больше нельзя «поймать» пользователя
в режиме «инкогнито»
https://www.sostav.ru/publication/v-obnovlennom-google-chrome-bolshe-nelzya-pojmat-polzovatelya-vrezhime-inkognito-38421.html
Владельцы новостных сайтов с платным контентом бьют тревогу
Корпорация Google представила обновленный Chrome, в котором теперь есть «темная тема»
и пропала лазейка, позволявшая идентифицировать пользователя, находящегося в режиме
«инкогнито», сообщают разработчики в блоге компании.
О том, что исправлена «дыра» в FileSystem API, которая позволяла обнаруживать режим
«инкогнито», в своем Twitter сообщил разработчик браузера Пол Айриш.
По предположению

издания WhatsNewInPublishing

это скажется примерно

на 33%

платных

новостных сайтов. Теперь пользователь, который открывает статью в режиме инкогнито, может
получить неограниченный доступ к новостным заметкам без оплаты. Среди изданий, которые могут
ощутить на себе последствия обновления от 30 июля: The New York Times, The Washington Post,
Medium, The Boston Globe, Los Angeles Times и The Dallas Morning News.
По словам издания, Google уже заявил, что будет контролировать ситуацию так, чтобы
не допустить появления способов определения пользователей в режиме «инкогнито». Компания
посоветовала владельцам платных сайтов прибегать к другим методам ограничения доступа
к контенту. Например, ввести обязательную бесплатную регистрацию или укрепить безопасность
платных сетей.
Дэвид Чаверн, президент The News Media Alliance:
Поскольку просмотр в режиме инкогнито обходит мягкие платные системы доступа и,
следовательно, возможности бесплатной выборки, издатели могут быть вынуждены создавать
жесткие платные системы. В настоящее время запланированные изменения Google значительно
затруднят людям доступ к новостям онлайн.
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Эксперты предрекли переход «Яндекса» государству
Причиной станет законопроект, который ограничивает долю иностранного капитала в интернеткомпаниях
https://www.sostav.ru/publication/eksperty-predrekli-perekhod-yandeksa-gosudarstvu-38407.html
Внесенный в Госдуму законопроект об ограничении иностранного участия в значимых российских
интернет-ресурсах — это попытка давления на «Яндекс». В случае его принятия переход компании
к государственному акционеру неизбежен, сообщает Forbes со ссылкой на записку аналитиков
«Ренессанс Капитала» посвященной законопроекту.
Речь идёт о предстоящих в ближайшие два месяца переговорах. В предыдущих переговорах
на стороне «Яндекса» выступал глава Сбербанка Герман Греф, но сейчас он, вероятно, не будет
участвовать, пишут аналитики «Ренессанса». Вероятнее всего, это закончится появлением среди
акционеров «Яндекса» государственной компании. Будет ли это Сбербанк, ВТБ, РФПИ или
«Газпром», не имеет значения, сказано в записке. При этом «Яндекс» останется сфокусированной
на коммерческом успехе и инновационной компанией.
«Никто не хочет, чтобы законопроект прошел, но он представляет собой инструмент, который
заставит компанию согласиться на изменения», — говорится в документе.
Законопроект не затронет еще одного ключевого игрока на отечественном рынке интернетрекламы — Mail.ru, у которой есть несколько государственных акционеров, указывают аналитики.
Головная компания «Яндекса» — нидерландская Yandex N.V., акции компании торгуются на бирже
NASDAQ. Сооснователь «Яндекса» Аркадий Волож владеет пакетом около 10% акций и почти 50%
голосов. В числе крупнейших держателей также американские фонды Wellington Management
Group,

Capital

Research

Global

Investors,

OppenheimerFunds

и Morgan

Stanley.

Ранее сообщалось, что Сбербанк намерен стать крупным акционером «Яндекса» или даже взять
компанию под контроль. Из-за сообщений о том, что банк может получить не менее 30% в капитале
«Яндекса», капитализация компании упала, несмотря на опровержение Грефа об интересе в доле.
Как отмечала накануне FT, с тех пор как переговоры по покупке доли в ИТ-компании сорвались,
Греф в заседании совета директоров «Яндекса» не участвовал.
Напомним,

на прошлой

неделе

депутат

Антон

Горелкин внес в Госдуму

законопроект,

ограничивающий иностранное владение информационно значимыми интернет-ресурсами долей
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в 20%. Законопроект нацелен на компании, которые доминируют на российском рынке, в первую
очередь, на «Яндекс» и Mail.ru.

Ad Outlook Downgraded Again, This Time It's Zenith
https://www.mediapost.com/publications/article/337859/another-downgraded-spending-forecast-for2019-thi.html
Zenith has downgraded its global ad-spending forecast for 2019, now predicting 4.6% growth to $639
billion. That’s down a bit from the 4.7% growth the Publicis Groupe media agency had forecast in March.
The revised forecast follows similar downgrades last month by both GroupM and Dentsu Aegis Network
for spending growth this year.
But Zenith stressed it believes its current forecast would be a “strong resultm” given that it would come on
top of robust growth achieved last year, which the firm now says reached 6.4%. That’s an upgrade from
the previous estimate of 5.9%.
Growth is expected to taper slightly in the following two years, Zenith now predicts, including 4.4% for 2020
and 4.3% for 2021.
In the U.S., growth this year is projected at 5.7% -- on top of 8.2% growth for 2018, which was infused with
election and Olympics spending.
Zenith says almost half of this year’s $28 billion in global growth will come from the U.S., which is benefiting
from strong internet advertising growth, pegged at 15.4%, ahead of the global average of 11.7%.
China will be the next-biggest contributor to growth, adding $4 billion, followed by the UK and India, each
contributing $1 billion.
Although the internet ad market is slowing down worldwide as it matures, this category will account for
52% of global advertising expenditure in 2021, exceeding the 50% mark for the first time.
This increase is fueled by the overlapping channels of online video and social media, which are expected
to grow at average rates of 18% and 17% a year, respectively.
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This spike will be aided by continued technological improvements to smartphone technology, connection
speeds, and advertising targeting and delivery, combined with strong growth in investment in content. 5G
technology will further improve brand experiences by having faster connections, per the latest Zenith
forecast, issued today.
Much of the growth in internet ad spend comes from small, local businesses that focus on platforms like
Google and Facebook. The fact that large numbers of small advertisers are spending all or most of their
budgets online means they are skewing the overall picture, says Zenith.
Overall, the agency says, spending consists of many small advertisers that spend all their budgets online,
and large advertisers that devote considerably less than half their budgets to it.
"Brands still rely on traditional media to create broad mass awareness and reinforce brand values," says
Matt James, global brand president, Zenith.
Head of forecasting Jonathan Barnard add: "2021 will be the first year of single-digit internet ad spend
growth since 2001, the year the dot-com bubble burst.”
The growth rate for paid search, which accounted for 37% of internet ad spend last year, is projected to
slow from 11% to 7% by 2021. A lot of innovation in search is taking place in voice, which is currently not
monetized, explains Zenith.
Online classified advertising — ads sitting alongside other ads rather than content, such as jobs, property
and second-hand vehicle listings — is also starting to lose out to other digital channels or free alternatives.
It grew just 9% globally last year. By 2021, Zenith expects this spending to decline by 1.6%.
Print continues to drop from $164 billion in 2007 to $70 billion this year. Broadcast television is now
beginning to shrink, though not nearly on the same scale. Zenith forecasts traditional television ad
revenues will shrink from $184 billion in 2018 to $180 billion in 2021.
Radio will increase its ad revenue by 1% annually. Out-of-home contractors continue to expand their digital
display networks, contributing to 4% annual growth in their revenues. Cinema, which accounts for a tiny
0.8% of total ad spend, is growing at 12% a year, thanks mainly to a boom in the popularity of cinema in
China.
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Playing the community game
https://www.smartbrief.com/original/2019/07/playing-community-game
Since the days when crowds gathered around the pinball machine in the local arcade, video games have
attracted audiences as well as players. Now social media has taken those audiences worldwide, supersized and extremely profitable—some Twitch streamers reportedly make $50,000 for every hour of playing
new videogames, and in 2018, the channel had more viewers for January than CNN or MSNBC did. The
growth of mobile games and streaming videos, letting people access content from virtually anywhere, has
contributed substantially to this phenomenon.
The communities formed around playing, watching and talking about video games can become valuable
subcultures, not only to the people who find friendships and support there but also to game developers
and other companies. Celebrity gamers as influencers, customization and personalization and increased
means of connection are all community features that organizations can tap into. Whether marketing new
games and additional content, hardware such as graphics cards and PCs or even products associated
with the lifestyle, like energy drinks and apparel, communities provide a ready-made point of connection
to gamers.
Communities are also a useful source of organic feedback, particularly at a moment when more automated
forms of data collection are coming under increased scrutiny. Regularly monitoring community activity - particularly during and after events, tests and new content releases -- can provide game developers with
vital contextual insights so that they can properly interpret the analytical data that they do collect.
Henri Holm, director and CEO of Fandom Sports and former senior vice president of “Angry Birds” creator
Rovio Entertainment, says that it’s important to let these communities develop naturally. “Fan communities
are born around great games and IP. They are self-sustained and hosted, rather than centrally
maintained,” he explains.
However, there are times when companies should get more directly involved.
Online communities have their dark sides, as the major social media sites have recently shown, and
gaming is no exception. The 2014 “Gamergate” movement involved harassment of and death threats
against many women and LGBTQ people, and the abusive nature of some game chats and streams is still
prominent. Game companies are starting to recognize this, however, and have taken steps to curb
offensive behavior: endorsements from fellow players, official suspensions and bans for using slurs and
even simple must-read codes of conduct have had definite effects.
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Holm agrees. “The key is to build strong community rules from day one and positively enforce them as
part of the social interaction so the community recognizes the rules,” he writes. “Machine learning
algorithms support the community and set rules to cross-check inappropriate content that covers text,
picture and video content.” He also endorses blockchain as a solution for one of the other problems gaming
communities face: bots, often hired by gamers, that wreck the economies of games.
It’s important for developers to get involved with shaping their communities this way, and not only to
harness sources of feedback and potential sales or to prevent toxic individuals and deceptive bots from
taking over. Properly managed, healthy gaming communities can be a significant source for good in the
larger world, as when a Twitch streamer recently raised $340,000 to benefit a trans rights group in the
United Kingdom by playing "Donkey Kong 64" for nearly 58 hours straight. The marathon attracted the
attention of U.S. House Representative Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, D-N.Y., as well as celebrities such as
Chelsea Manning and Cher.
Young people stay in one place, or at one job, far less frequently than they used to. Coupled with the rise
of the internet, particularly on mobile devices, this means that they often form close bonds based on shared
interests or hobbies — and video games, whether watching or playing, certainly qualify. Marketers and
developers can benefit immensely if they can strike a balance between allowing natural growth and curbing
harmful behaviors, skillfully blend monitoring and analytics and be alert for opportunities to get their brand
associated with top-shelf influencers and popular causes.

Paid Search Gets Majority Of Digital Budget Amid Privacy, Tracking, Ad-Blocking
Concerns
https://www.mediapost.com/publications/article/338317/paid-search-gets-majority-of-digital-budget-amidp.html
It’s hardly surprising that data privacy, tracking, and ad blocking top the list of concerns for digital
advertisers.
Video advertising follows, with visual search, ad fraud, and brand safety close behind. Other concerns
include influencer marketing, messaging apps and bots, attribution and cross-channel measurement,
shoppable images and shopping ads, and improved offline and in-store measurement, according to a study
released Thursday from Marin Software.
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The report analyzes responses from more than 450 B2B and B2C digital marketing professionals in the
U.S. and the UK to understand their top priorities, challenges and opportunities for 2019.
The data confirms that paid search remains the dominant digital ad channel -- taking 39% of the total
budget, at least among Marin’s clients, where paid social trails with 18% and display with 16%.
Despite a healthy lead in paid search, marketers still face challenges such as hitting paid-search volume
targets, accurate attribution of paid social, and leveraging audience data with ecommerce, according to
Marin Software's State of Digital Advertising 2019 report.
Marketers cite three main challenges when it comes to their search campaigns. They are challenged to hit
specific volumes, achieve investment and return on ad-spend targets, and integrate product feeds.
Since social also falls high on the list of channels used by digital marketers, many marketers try advertising
on Instagram. Some 61% of those surveyed expect their budget for Instagram to increase this year, with
67% of the respondents saying the amount spent will come from new money rather than budgets allocated
to Facebook. The remainder believe the funds will transfer to Instagram from Facebook.
There also are three main challenges for social, including attribution and cross-device measurement,
generating quality creative like video, and brand safety.
YouTube at 11%, mobile at 9%, Amazon at 8%, and ecommerce at 4% also are the channels that digital
marketers plan to use.
About 60% of those participating in the survey look to increase the amount spent on Amazon during the
next year, with 55% acknowledging they began advertising on Amazon to gain significant growth
opportunity.
Despite marketers pouring more of their budget into Amazon, many consider the platform less
sophisticated than Facebook or Google. Only 37% say the campaign management tools on Amazon are
not optimal, and 23% say the reporting tools are not as established as other channels.
There’s a learning curve, too. About 30% of the marketers participating in the survey say the lack of
expertise with Amazon ads is the primary reason they are not yet using the platform, so there is clearly a
significant skills gap to close.
When asked to cite the formats that marketers use most on Amazon, 43% cited Amazon DSP, 40% cited
Sponsored Products, and 39% cited Sponsored Brand.
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The three challenges for those using Amazon’s ad technology include leveraging first- and third-party data,
understanding the platform’s advertising techniques, and gaining performance similar to other forms of
advertising.
When it comes to trust, Google wins as the most trusted at 4.5 out of 5. YouTube comes in at 4.3, Amazon
at 4.2, Facebook at 4.1, Instagram at 4.1, Twitter at 3.7, Bing at 3.7, Pinterest at 3.6, and Verizon at 3.4.

VR&AR …………...…………...……………………………………………………………
VR ads in 2019: What’s working, and what’s not
https://venturebeat.com/2019/07/25/vr-ads-in-2019-whats-working-and-whats-not/
Look at a typical advertising trade pub in 2019 and you’ll see headlines around big marketing-first brands
like Apple and Nike, buzzy technologies like voice, AI, and blockchain, and rallying cries against power
and privacy violations. In 2016 and 2017, it was virtual reality that dominated these headlines. But as those
new tech trends emerged, those headlines stopped.
In 2018, we wrote about how we still saw yet tremendous demand for VR/AR advertising, having served 1
billion VR/AR ads. We learned three big lessons last year, namely that ad performance, turnkey distribution
across platforms, and live in-market demos were the key to VR advertising success…not big headlines.
It’s 2019 now and the new year brings an entirely new learning: the key to broader mainstream VR
advertising success is all about using lighter forms of immersive ad experiences. Why is this?
People today still think of virtual reality as a hyper-futuristic technology: giant headsets set in the sci-fi
worlds of Black Mirror and Ready Player One. However, there is still a lack of mass adoption of these
headsets that’s needed to put VR in a place of prominence and used in the real world, not a made up one.
Even so, this has not stopped advertisers from leveraging the fundamental concepts of VR to get better
audience engagement in their marketing campaigns — a very pragmatic objective. Fundamentally, virtual
reality is about creating a digital experience that goes beyond typical flat, 2D content. Using this definition,
different types of content can harness this underlying concept to create technologies that create a similar,
but lighter, experience to virtual reality. Call it bang for buck — no headset required.
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Above: Immersive advertising experiences
Why are brands moving from flat to immersive content?
Before understanding the different approaches to lighter immersive content, it’s critical to understand why
brands are investing in immersive content at all. Any shift in creative approach requires effort and exploring
the unfamiliar, so how do brands come to the decision to transform their ad content?
Ultimately, it’s not about trying the “cool, new thing.” Rather, it’s about advertising performance — the
actual goals on clicks, views, and engagements that marketers use to measure success. This was true in
2018 and it’s still true in 2019 (and will hold true in 2020, 2021 …).
Trying new content formats is an investment, and companies need to be able to justify that investment. To
create ads that engage audiences and increase sales, brands are increasingly turning to immersive
content for performance reasons.
For instance, Cathay Pacific found great marketing success through an immersive ad campaign.
Immersing viewers using 360° video technology, they allowed potential customers to experience how it
feels to travel with their airline from checking in at the airport all the way to lounging in their cabin. The
brand found it easier to distribute these experiences by having people view on mobile and desktop, rather
than plug in a headset, which enabled the campaign to reach more people and perform better.
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This ad campaign not only saw higher than average click-through rates but also increased unaided
awareness by 29%, brand favorability by 25%, and preference for airline 12% compared to control ads
that used the same creative and targeting, but were flat and 2D. In other words, by using immersive
content, Cathay Pacific found both increased ad engagement and significant sales uplift, when measured
by clicks and cost-per-conversion.
Fitting immersive format to the goal
Brands today are deciding which “lighter” immersive format is appropriate for their needs based on their
business and marketing performance objectives.
Certain formats fit different marketing goals better across the consumer buying journey. For example:
Click-performance
To improve click-performance, a 360° or 3D photo banner works best. We have found that 360° ads had
a 22X CTR compared to 2D ads and 3D photos ads reduced cost per conversion by 25%.
Awareness Stage: Visual Storytelling
For visual storytelling, 360° videos help make a stronger impression. Because these methods completely
immerse viewers by requiring more active engagement (be it through moving around a smartphone or
using a VR headset), they can see a more complete story.
From a 2018 internal study based on over 700 million ads served, we found 360° videos had an 85%
completion rate compared to 2D video’s 58% completion rate.
Consideration Stage: Product Interaction
Having 3D objects within display ads helps consumers more actively learn about and interact with
products. Because users can interact with a 3D model of a product by twisting and turning it, companies
have seen higher levels of engagement within an ad unit.
Last year, Takis experimented with a 3D object display ad, and they found it to be a success with a 7.7%
engagement rate.
Intent Stage: Stage: AR Try-Ons
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Augmented reality increases click-performance, storytelling, and product interaction because users are
able to directly interact with products through this technology, see how it would fit in with their environment,
and have a direct link to purchase.
Consider this Michael Kors glasses AR try-on from Facebook, which allows users to try on glasses using
a filter and purchase, all within a Facebook ad. Our findings show that users spent on average 30 seconds
using AR experiences.

Above: Options for immersive advertising
VR advertising today, in anticipation of the future
So what is the current state of VR advertising?
Due to the lack of physical headsets used by consumers, there is a limit put on VR advertising capabilities
today. As a result, companies, instead, utilize the fundamental principles of VR advertising without using
VR itself.
And this is catching on. The latest ad industry trends indicate that creating using immersive ads is
becoming easier & easier.
Big tech uses light VR
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Above: A lighter form of immersive advertising
Big Tech is already implementing lighter forms of immersive content into their digital ad stack.
Google
Google recently expanded its Poly platform with the addition of a new ad unit, Swirl, which focuses on
adding interactive 3D content into a banner ad, and a 3D editor, which users can use to enhance their
Swirl ads through features such as changing backgrounds, adding animations, and reflections.
14

The search engine also now allows for 3D objects in search results, which can also be viewed in an AR
setting
YouTube:
The video platform expanded its features by integrating a 360° video functionality for the platform.
YouTube also recently revealed expanded AR capabilities, which would allow viewers to “try-on” makeup
products in various shades.
Facebook:
In 2018, Facebook launched 3D object posts and 3D photo posts to the News Feed, further exploring the
possibilities of light immersive content.
Like YouTube, the social media behemoth has integrated 360° video in their apps and browsers, accessed
on desktop and mobile
While, ultimately, with the advancement of technology, the economy will shift towards physical VR
headsets and VR ads, we see companies utilizing the underlying concepts of VR to more easily create
immersive experiences that can be distributed at scale.

FRAUD ………...……………...……………………………………………………………
Mail.ru Group повысила требования к качеству рекламного трафика
http://marketing.by/mnenie/mail-ru-group-povysila-trebovaniya-k-kachestvu-reklamnogo-trafika/
myTarget, рекламная платформа Mail.ru Group, повысила требования к качеству трафика. Теперь
клик по объявлению будет считаться недействительным, если на лендинге рекламодателя
загрузился счетчик top.mail.ru, и пользователь провел на сайте меньше двух секунд. Это позволит
клиентам получать еще более высокие результаты от рекламных кампаний, снизив вероятность
переходов от нецелевых пользователей и скликивания рекламных бюджетов.
Обновленные правила работают, если счетчик top.mail.ru установлен на лендинге рекламодателя
и добавлен в кабинете myTarget. После перехода на сайт счетчик анализирует время, которое
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пользователь проводит на ресурсе. Если оно составляет меньше двух секунд, клик не будет
засчитан в статистике и оплачен рекламодателем.
Изменение требований платформы к учету переходов позволит повысить конверсии рекламных
кампаний благодаря привлечению на сайты рекламодателей больше целевого трафика. Новые
требования применяются к рекламе лендингов на всех площадках платформы как на мобильных,
так и на десктопных устройствах.
myTarget не только развивает новые рекламные технологии, но и совершенствует существующие
инструменты для удобства рекламодателей и повышения эффективности кампаний.

‘Soft enforcement’: DSPs are beginning to enforce app-ads.txt
https://digiday.com/marketing/soft-enforcement-dsps-beginning-enforce-app-ads-txt/
App-ads.txt, the mobile in-app and connected TV version of the industry’s ads.txt anti-fraud measure, has
received enough momentum among app developers that major demand-side platforms are now prepared
to enforce it.
In June, Centro’s DSP began to enforce app-ads.txt, and sometime later this summer Google’s DSP plans
to begin enforcing the measure as well. The Trade Desk is also said to have begun enforcing app-ads.txt
sometime within the past couple months, though a company spokesperson was not able to confirm if that
is true by press time. App-ads.txt enforcement primarily applies to mobile in-app ads instead of connected
TV ads because they are waiting for CTV app stores, such as Roku, to support app-ads.txt or for a third
party to provide the CTV app store data necessary to be able to match CTV apps to app-ads.txt files
posted online. However, Google plans to begin enforcing app-ads.txt simultaneously across mobile and
CTV based on when CTV app stores support it, according to a company spokesperson.
By beginning to enforce app-ads.txt, DSPs are effectively sending a warning shot to app developers that
have yet to adopt the anti-fraud initiative to do so before enforcement expands and apps risk losing
revenue. In preparing their app-ads.txt files, app developers will need to work with the ad exchanges and
supply-side platforms through which they sell their inventory, and that exercise may lead developers to
realize there are companies selling their inventory that are not authorized to do so. As adoption and
enforcement grow, the hope is that the process will clean up the mobile in-app programmatic ad market,
cut down on fraud and make advertisers more comfortable programmatically buying this inventory.
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Both Centro and Google are taking a multi-stage approach to enforcing app-ads.txt that mirrors the
enforcement timeline for ads.txt; The Trade Desk is said to be taking the same approach. In the first, or
“soft enforcement,” stage, the companies will only enforce app-ads.txt for apps that have uploaded appads.txt files. For these apps, the companies will only purchase inventory from the authorized sellers and
resellers listed on the apps’ app-ads.txt files. If an app has not uploaded an app-ads.txt file, then the DSPs
will continue buying their inventory as usual, at least for now.
Eventually, the DSPs plan to add an option for advertisers to only buy from apps that have uploaded appads.txt files, as Google did last year for the web version of ads.txt. However, to get to that hard enforcement
stage, the companies and their advertisers will need to see that excluding app-ads.txt holdouts will not
drastically hurt the performance of advertisers’ campaigns.
“The soft enforcement helps give you more of those credentialized insights to know what’s going to occur,
so people can better prepare their budgets and mobile strategies for when the hard enforcement is going
to come,” said Rahil Berani, vp and director of programmatic at Digitas.
As of July 24, 60% of the in-app bid requests Centro’s DSP had received in the past 24 hours were from
publishers that had uploaded app-ads.txt files. By comparison, on June 19, the figure was 48%, according
to Ian Trider, director of RTB platform operations at Centro, who described the current level of adoption
as “pretty substantial.”
However, adoption rates can vary by company. For the 5,000 apps that generate the most revenue through
InMobi’s supply-side platform, between 22% and 23% have uploaded an app-ads.txt file, according to
Sergio Serra, senior product manager for programmatic at InMobi. A major barrier to adoption for appads.txt is that many app developers may only sell in-app ads and, therefore, did not have to adopt the
original ads.txt that applied only to web inventory.
“Most of these publishers don’t have desktop properties, so they’re not as well educated,” Serra said.
As with ads.txt, the adoption of app-ads.txt is a chicken-or-egg scenario. Advertisers, agencies and DSPs
need enough apps to adopt app-ads.txt that they can enforce it without compromising their campaigns’
effectiveness. However, apps may wait to adopt app-ads.txt until they see that they risk losing revenue
without doing so. By beginning to enforce app-ads.txt, DSPs aim to provide that prodding.
“We need to have at least one part of the system say we are going to enforce this, and then that becomes
the catalyst for all of the other players to align,” said Payam Shodjai, director of product management at
Google.
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However, it’s not only DSPs saying that they are going to enforce app-ads.txt. SSPs are too. In
May, PubMatic began to reject bid requests from apps that have uploaded app-ads.txt files but do not list
the company as an authorized seller. InMobi plans to follow suit by the end of this year, said Serra.
App developers may be wary of adopting app-ads.txt because errors within their authorized seller files can
be costly. A couple of weeks ago, a top publisher that sells its in-app inventory through InMobi uploaded
its app-ads.txt file but had misspelled InMobi’s account ID in that file, according to Serra. As a result, an
unnamed DSP that has begun to enforce app-ads.txt stopped buying that publisher’s in-app inventory
through InMobi because it was not technically listed as an authorized seller. That error was fixed after
several hours, but in the meantime, the publisher lost 70% to 80% in potential revenue, Serra said.
However, so long as app developers are able to mitigate errors in their app-ads.txt files, they stand to gain
revenue by adopting app-ads.txt. Earlier this year, 31% of ad buyers said they plan to spend more money
on mobile ads following app-ads.txt’s introduction, according to Digiday Research. Some advertisers have
been

wary

of

programmatically

buying

publishers’

in-app

inventory

because

of fraud

concerns corresponding to a lack of transparency into and control over where exactly their in-app ads will
appear. “The app space itself is still relatively a black box. We are not doing a ton of open exchange
buying. A lot of our app focus is across Google and Facebook,” said Kait Boulos, vp of strategy and
partnerships at Varick.
To increase app-ads.txt adoption among mobile apps, InMobi has been pushing its partner managers that
each work with a number of publishers to convince those publishers to get on board. Based on the number
of publishers that an employee manages, InMobi sets a goal for how many publishers that partner manager
should aim to convert each quarter, said Serra. The company also sends out weekly emails to publishers
describing how they can implement app-ads.txt and providing them with the information they need to
include InMobi in their authorized seller lists.

PROGRAMMATIC …………...……………………………………………………………
Brands want to take back control of their platform accounts
https://digiday.com/marketing/can-bring-house-brands-want-move-control-platform-accounts-awayagencies/
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A direct-to-consumer pet food brand recently created new brand accounts on Facebook, Google and the
other platforms where it buys media. With those accounts, the company spends a smaller account than its
current agency does to run tests and track what’s working and what’s not.
Doing so allows the brand to see what it takes to handle the back end dashboards across platforms and
see what it would require to be in control those accounts — something that used to be the agency purview.
And for this brand, like many others, this is simply a first, necessary step to taking media buying in-house,
something it says it eventually will do.
“The dashboards have gotten better over the past four to five years,” said a brand manager at the company.
“It used to be that you’d have to go into Excel and change things. Now, everything is done through the
dashboard. I could do it as part of my job if I really had to.”
In recent years, back end dashboards across ad platforms like Facebook, Google, Amazon and more have
been simplified and become more user-friendly, making it easier for brands to take capabilities like media
buying in-house, according to marketers gathered at the Digiday Brand Summit in Napa, California this
week. At the same time, brands want more control over those accounts as it helps them retain historical
performance data and gives them more transparency into their media buying. It also makes a brand’s
transition to media buying in-house or to a different agency much smoother.
While going in-house gives brands the ownership of their data that they are looking for, the move to go inhouse is not nearly as simple as it may seem. Going in-house requires in-house talent, more technological
capabilities and hundreds of hours to get ad platform accounts back to the level of performance under
agency control. It will also be different for each brand. Per Digiday+ research, 37% of marketers surveyed
this past December were looking to take programmatic in-house and 35% were looking to take creative inhouse in 2019.
Typically, big brands with larger budgets were simply too big to get that close to media spending, according
to marketers. Now those bigger marketers, who hadn’t understood the machinations of running those
accounts, are taking a closer look to get more transparency into their media buying practices and taking
ownership of their accounts.
“It doesn’t matter if doesn’t matter if it’s Facebook, Twitter, Google AdWords or Adobe, as a marketer I
want to have control and own that in the same way I need the keys to my Instagram account,” said a
marketer for a CPG giant.
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For that marketer, an experience with ad fraud by a former media agency made the company realize it
needed to control its accounts instead of letting agencies take the reins. “I was asking for statistics and
information from our media agency but they wouldn’t give us them,” said the marketer.
“The numbers and the spends weren’t adding up; they wouldn’t provide me access,” he said. “Finally, they
gave me the most basic analyst-level access. When I went in, I saw that the levels of spend and some of
the metrics that they’d been reporting were very different than what they told us. That to me, that was a
breach of contract.”
Ultimately, the marketer switched agencies but it did so with the understanding that the accounts would
be set up as if the company was bringing its programmatic buying in-house. What that means is that the
company grants agency partners access rather than having agencies own the keys to the accounts. The
CPG marketer is still working with agencies but considering going in-house; the decision will depend on
the kind of talent and the labor required to go fully in-house.
Facebook in particular has improved the dashboard experience for marketers with Business Manager.
“Facebook is moving towards a much more simplified campaign architecture,” said the dog food marketer.
“Facebook is moving toward CBO (campaign budget optimization) and it’s a simplistic set up with a looka-like audience, a general audience and more targeting. You set those up and let Facebook decide where
the budget goes. There’s less [for you to do for] optimization and less need for an agency, so you can
bring it in-house.”
It’s not a seamless transition. Marketers who set up new accounts will have tighter credit limits —
sometimes as low as $500 at the beginning — as the accounts are new and the credit has to be built up.
“When you go with an agency your credit limit is much higher,” said the CPG marketer. “That was a struggle
to go and build that to set up directly. It requires a different set of terms, a different payment structure to
set up [the business manager on the platform] as a vendor to pay them directly and it takes time to do
that.”
Marketers will also lose historical campaign performance data and deal with a lot of initial legwork to set
up the accounts as well as For one travel brand, switching agencies and setting up new accounts on the
various platforms where it spends meant it lost its ability to track its campaign performance year-over-year.
“We could track revenue but we couldn’t say in an absolute manner,” said the travel marketer, adding that
over the last two years the company worked to take control of the accounts so that the company can have
greater control over its data.
“The wool is being pulled off people’s eyes,” said the CPG marketer.
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Most CMOs plan to in-house digital, but it’s not a death knell for agencies
https://www.thedrum.com/news/2019/07/24/most-cmos-plan-house-digital-it-s-not-death-knell-agencies
58% of chief marketing officers have said they are likely to bring more digital and programmatic capabilities
in-house within the next two to three years, however they also believe there’s still a role for agencies to
play.
According Dentsu Aegis’ annual CMO Study, 92% of senior marketers intend to maintain or increase their
internal digital prowess. The trend is most pronounced across the energy, tech and telecoms sectors, with
a respective 69%, 67% and 64% saying they planned to explore in-housing within three years.
However, although marketers have clear intent to follow in the footsteps of brands like Vodafone and Auto
Trader in clawing back control of their media spend amid transparency concerns, it’s not a death knell for
agencies.
The same report found that 41% of chief marketing officers anticipate an increase in the work they do with
agency partners. Only 6% expect to do less. Marketers’ intentions to use management consultancies –
which have emerged as competition to traditional ad giants in recent years – matched precisely with these
figures.
Despite it looking like agencies will retain a place on marketers’ balance sheet, those in control of the
purse strings paint a complex picture of their relationships with agencies.
Less than half (43%) of chief marketing officers agree that agencies do a good job of providing fully
integrated solutions. Only 36% believe agencies are ‘good’ collaborators when it comes to driving longterm executions.
Brands perceive agencies’ core strengths as offering consumer insight, bringing creativity to the table and
giving access to talent.
“Much has been made of the changing marketing landscape and potential risks for agencies. In the end
though, it’s not the scale of these investments that matters, but what marketers do with them. That creates
a huge opportunity for agencies, and this data reflects how we are meeting that need,” said Will Swayne,
global president client solutions at Dentsu Aegis Network.
Dentsu’s survey questioned 1,000 chief marketing officers across ten markets (including the UK, US, China
and Australia).
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Here are the other top findings you need to know:
As well as in-housing, brands are buying direct
Marketers plan to invest more platforms like Salesforce, Adobe and Google in the next two to three years.
50% of chief marketing officers say they will increase the amount they invest directly with ad-tech partners
like Facebook, Google and WeChat, with just 7% not intending to move towards more direct spend.
Short-termism isn’t going anywhere
Despite the Institute of Practitioners in Advertising (IPA) warning that short-termism and budget cuts
are slicing the success of creative campaigns in half, it doesn’t look like the trend is going anywhere.
With sluggish market growth and the rise of adtech fuelling a demand for measurable ROI and optimisation,
64% of marketers expect to see “more pressure” to demonstrate tangible results in the next two to three
years.
In addition to this, almost half of those surveyed say their marketing surveys plan ahead for two years or
less, compounding a lack of long-term thinking.
Marketers are worried about keeping up with customers
Rising consumer demands remain a major focus for chief marketing officers, with 44% concerned that
expectations may reach a point where brands will struggle to deliver.
Three quarters identify better internal integration as a critical element in successful customer engagement
and 40% cite their own lack of integration as a challenge in delivering on current strategy. 28% identify a
lack of integration from their agency as an issue.
On top of this, 79% believe they must transform, not just optimise, their businesses through digital
technologies to keep up with the people who buy their products.

The Rise Of The qCPM: Rewarding Quality In Programmatic Buying
https://adexchanger.com/online-advertising/the-rise-of-the-qcpm-rewarding-quality-in-programmaticbuying/
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The lowest priced ads don’t always deliver the best results – especially for digital branding campaigns –
so ad buyers are re-calculating CPM to a quality CPM (qCPM).
The qCPM only counts impressions that are viewable, with on-target delivery, optimal frequency and in
brand-safe environments. By looking at performance factors beyond cost, ad buyers can take a more
nuanced view of performance and discover if campaigns truly met their clients’ goals. The qCPM also
realigns incentives, encouraging buyers to procure ads that aren’t just low cost, but also high quality.
Among the players singing the praises of the qCPM are Hearts & Science, Essence, Europe-based agency
Adlicious and tech company Parsec Media’s Adelaide, which licenses its tech to brands and agencies.
All four use the qCPM to evaluate campaign performance. Adelaide and Adlicious also use it to optimize
in-flight campaigns.
The qCPM metric – which is also referred to as valuable CPM (VCPM) or cost per valuable impression
(CPvM) – has helped increase programmatic budgets and steer clients away from fraud.
“When a client is brand building, you can’t use data and optimization if you don’t have an exposure,” said
Adam Heimlich, who joined as president of Adelaide this spring after serving as an SVP overseeing
programmatic trading at Horizon Media.
The disconnect ad and the action makes brands vulnerable if they only buy using a CPM. “Brands coming
into digital video is what caused the digital fraud crisis,” Heimlich said.
QCPMs first emerged in 2014, the same year that the ad fraud crisis hit a fever pitch and WhiteOps
estimated 23% of all video impressions were fraudulent.
Since then, qCPMs have been a quiet contributor to the decrease of ad fraud.
As the metric matures, early adopters of qCPM are seeing benefits and applications beyond measurement
and optimization – like using it for procurement.
The following is a list of agencies and buy-siders who’ve adapted quality metrics. The first two, Hearts &
Science and Essence, use it for post-campaign evaluation.
The second two, Adelaide and Adlicious, incorporate the qCPM for optimization.
Hearts & Science
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Omnicom Media Group has used the cost-per-valuable-impression (CPvM) metric for five years. Clients
calculate value differently, but include factors like on-target frequency, audience, viewability and the right
demographic.
Over two years ago, Omnicom agency Hearts & Science brought the CPvM metric to clients’ procurement
teams, so they could evaluate the agency not just for the prices it could secure, but the quality of the
inventory it bought. Now, most of its large clients use the CPvM.
“Procurement can now hold the agency accountable not just for efficiency, but efficiency and
effectiveness,” said Megan Pagliuca, chief data officer at Hearts & Science.
Having a metric that accounts for quality empowers the agency to pay more for impressions that ultimately
will be more effective. “This change has put the right incentive models in place, and helped us realize the
vision of being a data-first agency,” Pagliuca said.
In some cases, switching to CPvM meant clients noticed that they were paying higher CPMs, but lower
CPvMs. Hearts & Science worked to educate clients that hitting the right audience at the right frequency,
with a viewable impression, can cost more – but clients are getting more too.
The ROI brands are seeing is proving this theory out. Clients have seen cost savings as well as improved
brand lift, Pagliuca said. And even direct response clients see sales lifts when they move to the CPvM
model.
Hearts & Science doesn’t use CPvM as an optimization tool, because it wants traders to have more
freedom to use more granular measures to tweak campaigns. The CPvM serves as a KPI for postcampaign analysis.
Re-calculating the CPM metric is complex: It requires combining log-level data from the ad server and
data-management platform along with event-level integrations from third-party viewability providers. Then,
the compounded metric is used to evaluate how the campaign performed.
Essence
Essence started using the qCPM metric around 2014 to solve for a client that wanted a better way to
measure branding campaigns.
“We were not satisfied with reporting just on impressions and CPMs,” said Gila Wilensky, Essence SVP
of media activation in North America. “For campaigns driving brand awareness, consideration, brand love,
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it’s harder to assess what’s valuable and differentiate between impressions bought in different ways and
places without [the qCPM metric].”
Essence calculates its qCPM using a similar log-level data approach. The metric looks for viewable, fraudfree, on-target impressions in the right geographic area, at the right frequency and in brand-safe places.
Like Hearts & Science, qCPM evaluates campaigns after the fact.
qCPM has enabled apples-to-apples comparisons between programmatic campaigns and direct buys with
a publisher.
“There was a perception in the industry for many years that programmatic was poorer quality inventory,”
Wilensky said. “This [metric] was a way for us to compare the two and level the playing field.”
As with Hearts & Science, in some cases, Essence clients end up paying a higher CPM for impressions
because their qCPM is lower. “There were different surprises for different campaigns as we got insights
about quality, not just quantity,” Wilensky said.
Adlicious
The German media agency Adlicious takes a tech-driven approach toward creating QCPM. Instead of
combining data after the fact, it scores impressions to enable optimization toward the metric in real time.
All of its branding advertisers have used the metric for the past three years.
The agency scores different ad units for their branding impact. Then, it includes that weighting as part of
the qCPM metric – which is not a part of the calculation for Essence or Hearts & Science.
For example, a small 300x250 box might be weighted a 0.5, while a large desktop billboard might get a
score of 4.5.
“Small ads with a factor of 0.5 don’t have a big impact on branding,” said Viktor Eichmann, co-founder and
managing director of Adlicious. That’s because users either don’t see the ad or don’t pay attention.
Adlicious multiplies the CPM by this branding impact score as well as the percentage of ads that are
viewable and the percentage of ads that hit the optimal frequency of ad exposures.
“This is a great metric for branding effectiveness, and to compare different agencies,” Eichmann said. In
Germany, many advertisers work with multiple agencies. But sometimes the agency bringing in a lower
average CPM for campaigns bought ads of lower quality – exactly what qCPM is designed to uncover.
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Adlicious feeds the results of the qCPM into its client’s DSP in near real time, allowing the DSP to optimize
for frequency in the target group or buy fewer of those too-small ads. That real-time optimization of qCPM
sets its approach apart, Eichmann said.
“It’s technical, and it’s a lot of work for agencies to drive the campaign this way,” Eichmann said. “I think
that’s why it’s not being pushed by the big agencies.”
Adelaide
While most agencies have built qCPM tech themselves, Parsec Media -– which had focused on cost-persecond advertising — launched Adelaide this year with the goal of helping brand-focused advertisers and
their agencies buy the most attention-filled digital ads.
“Parsec used to be about duration,” said company founder and CEO Marc Guldimann. “Now, it’s duration
weighted by coverage and clutter, which we sum up as attention units.”
Like Adlicious, Adelaide scores different types of ad units. But it adds in factors beyond size to look at how
long the ad is in view and overall ad clutter to generate an “attention score.”
Adelaide’s QCPM focuses on branding campaigns. Brands can optimize toward the ads with more
attention, improving their outcomes. “If the ad with the $4 CPM is getting more attention units than the $6
CPM ad, it’s a better value,” Guldimann said.
Part of Adelaide’s pitch is about its information advantage – brands who understand quality can find
undervalued impressions that deliver the best results.
And there’s a second benefit: Broader adoption of attention metrics makes for a healthy ad ecosystem.
For instance, when advertisers wanted “completed views,” publishers used video players that shrank but
continued to play as a user scrolled. Guldimann said the qCPM would instead reward uncluttered, highimpact ad environments.
“When the industry starts to use metrics that are proxies for value, good experiences and good
environments are worth more,” he said. “That will inherently clean up the ecosystem.”
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VIDEO ……………...………….……………………………………………………………
Amazon Opens Streaming TV Ad Sales to Outside Buying Tools
https://www.wsj.com/articles/amazon-opens-streaming-tv-ad-sales-to-outside-buying-tools-11564165476
Tech giant makes another move to build its advertising business
Amazon.com Inc. is letting its advertisers use external ad-buying tools for a portion of its inventory instead
of going directly through the company.
The move extends Amazon’s effort to build its ad business and signals a degree of openness in an industry
that has become wary of platforms that sell their own inventory and share limited data with advertisers,
known in industry parlance as a walled garden.
Marketers now can purchase slots on Amazon’s Fire TV platform through advertising technology
companies Dataxu Inc. or the Trade Desk Inc., in addition to working through Amazon itself, the company
said in an online post.
The move comes as Amazon and other technology giants face regulatory scrutiny. The Justice
Department is opening a broad antitrust review into whether dominant tech companies such as Amazon
are unlawfully stifling competition.
Amazon has taken the No. 3 spot in the U.S. digital ad market, behind Facebook Inc. andAlphabet Inc. ’s
Google.
“These companies that are under fire from regulators around the world need to be seen as being as
supportive of competition as possible,” said Brian Wieser, global president for business intelligence at
WPP PLC’s media-agency conglomerate GroupM. “And having partnerships with independent players is
helpful.”
“This shows that they side with the open internet,” Trade Desk Chief Executive Jeff Green said of Amazon.
“Their being an open market that becomes friendly with the rest of the ecosystem helps them avoid the
sort of draconian perspective that people have of Google and Facebook.”
Bringing in new buying channels also could help Amazon better compete with Roku Inc.,which makes
devices enabling consumers to stream video on their televisions. Roku sells inventory for third-party apps
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on its platform but also lets marketers buy video advertisements through Adobe Inc. ’s advertising
software.
TV platforms Fire TV and Roku stream digital video, a technology known as connected TV. About 195.1
million people have connected TVs in the U.S., according to data from research firm eMarketer Inc. That
number is expected to grow to 201.7 million in 2020.
Write to Patience Haggin at patience.haggin@wsj.com

Facebook Watch Draws More Advertisers—Gradually
High-profile video platform is no YouTube killer yet
https://www.wsj.com/articles/facebook-watch-draws-more-advertisersgradually-11564394400
Advertisers are beginning to direct more money toward Facebook Watch, but the video-viewing platform
remains far behind YouTube in revenue and audience.
Facebook Inc. built Watch to lure more video advertising with professionally produced shows such as Jada
Pinkett Smith’s “Red Table Talk” and MTV’s reboot of “The Real World.” Facebook also lets users upload
videos that can appear on Watch and, if approved by the company, make money from ads.
Marketers and agency ad buyers met Watch with cautious optimism when it arrived in August 2017.
Facebook had accumulated billions of users, but those users didn’t think of Facebook as a place to watch
TV-quality video series.
“The verdict is still out on Watch—I don’t consume Facebook that way,” said Jordan Jacobson, head of
social at the digital agency iProspect. “But Facebook is still one of the two media partners that is on every
single media plan these days, and they have one of the biggest bank accounts in the world, so I wouldn’t
count them out.”
The agency is spending at least several hundred percentage points more on Watch this year, Mr. Jacobson
estimated.
A Facebook spokeswoman declined to comment on video ad revenue for Facebook Watch.
Advertisers have warmed up to Watch somewhat as time has passed, buyers said.
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One senior media buyer, who oversees more than $350 million in marketer ad spending each year, said
he plans to spend at least $1 million this year on ads inside Watch. That’s not an enormous sum, but he
didn’t advertise on Watch at all last year. It will be part of a bigger deal the buyer has signed with Facebook
to spend more than $10 million on Facebook video ads in 2019, up 50%, the buyer said.
There are multiple ways to buy video ads on Facebook. The options include paying to run them in
Facebook’s News Feed or in Facebook Stories or as “in-stream” inventory—commercials that air before
and during videos—which typically means the videos on Watch.
Mike Henry, chief executive of OpenSlate, a tech company that offers brand-safety services for marketers
on YouTube and Facebook, said all of the 40 clients using its Facebook-specific product plan to spend at
least “six figures, sometimes seven figures” on in-stream Facebook commercials.
“Advertisers that have started spending on Facebook have continued to spend and increase their budgets,”
Mr. Henry added.
Advertisers edging into Watch aren’t driven by comparisons with YouTube: In June, Facebook said Watch
had 720 million monthly users globally who spend at least one minute on Watch, up from 400 million in
December. By comparison, YouTube said in May that it had 2 billion monthly users, up from 1.9 billion last
summer.
Rather, some marketers are comparing Watch favorably to other parts of Facebook.
Mr. Jacobson, the iProspect executive, said the agency’s growing Watch spending is partially driven by
higher completion rates for its commercials there than for video ads in the News Feed.
Newsletter Sign-up
Facebook this spring started seeking so-called upfront deals for its in-stream video ads, meaning
advertisers could reserve chunks of inventory ahead of time instead of buying on an as-needed basis.
In its pitch deck, Facebook positioned the upfront inventory as completely safe for brands, which have
been rattled by occasionally finding their ads elsewhere online running near offensive content. The
inventory had a monthly audience of 100 million people over the age of 18, the deck said.
Facebook was seeking commitments of at least $500,000 for upfront deals, one media buyer said.
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Two buyers said they have struck upfront deals but haven’t committed significant sums—ranging from “a
couple hundred thousand to a couple of millions” of dollars, one said. The other called the amount his
agency spent on Watch’s upfront a “rounding error.”
Even with the inroads, Facebook Watch is a shadow of YouTube, which will generate $18 billion in net
revenue this year, according to an estimate from Needham & Co. analyst Laura Martin.
Media buyers said they would like it to become more established—partly to provide a YouTube alternative.
“Facebook Watch has a lot of potential to apply pressure to the YouTubes of the world,” said Phillip Huynh,
vice president of national paid social strategy at the agency 360i.
Write to Sahil Patel at sahil.patel@wsj.com
Corrections & Amplifications
Advertisers can buy video ads on Facebook three ways: in the News Feed, in Facebook Stories, or
before and during other videos on the platform. An earlier version of this article incorrectly stated there
were two ways to buy video ads on Facebook, omitting Stories. (July 29, 2019)
Copyright ©2019 Dow Jones & Company, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

AUDIO ..…………....………….……………………………………………………………
Amazon tests audio ads on Alexa music - and here’s a look at its pitch deck
Marketing materials obtained by Ad Age outline its plans to take on Spotify and Pandora
https://adage.com/article/digital/amazon-tests-audio-ads-alexa-music-and-heres-look-its-pitchdeck/2185811
Amazon is quietly asking some top brands to participate in early tests of music ads, marking the ecommerce giant’s first steps toward offering paid product placements within its Alexa voice-activated
ecosystem.
In a pitch deck obtained by Ad Age, Amazon is offering advertisers an exclusive opportunity to try “audio
ads” that it guarantees will reach a million listeners.
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Click to view the pitch deck
In April, Amazon announced plans for an ad-supported music service to compete against Spotify and
Pandora. The pitch deck reveals new details about the program.
The test run is free for marketers, and Amazon has invited Colgate, L’Oréal and Lululemon, among
others, according to one advertising agency executive who spoke on condition of anonymity.

With the music program, Amazon is looking to protect its turf on Alexa-powered Echo devices, voiceassisted home speakers and screens. Spotify and Pandora often use their presence on Amazon devices
as a selling point to win business from brands, according to advertisers familiar with sales pitches from
all the companies.

Amazon has sold more than 100 million Alexa-voice devices, according to the company, but until the adsupported music service there was no way for a brand to buy its way onto the platform. (Brands can
build “skills” that serve consumers who ask Alexa questions, but can’t buy ads.)
“Audio ads are a really strong opportunity for reaching a niche audience,” says Emily Anthony, director of
media services at Merkle, a marketing and data-technology firm. “Amazon has the devices in-home to
support it.”

Digital-audio ad sales topped $2.3 billion in the U.S. in 2018, according to the Interactive Advertising
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Bureau. Spotify reported 123 million ad-supported listeners and $140 million in ad sales in the first
quarter of this year.
Amazon’s audio ads are interactive in a way Spotify and Pandora are not, according to advertisers
briefed on the program. Listeners can speak to the ads and tell Alexa to add products to shopping carts
and other functions. Amazon also is the default music option on Alexa devices when people ask for any
random song or genre.
However, in the first iteration of audio ads, brands can only reach a limited segment of Alexa listeners.
The program doesn’t include people who pay $8 a month for ad-free subscriptions to Amazon Music
Unlimited or Amazon Prime members, who get a limited but deep selection of music included in the
$120-a-year service. That leaves only non-Prime Alexa users.

In the pitch deck, Amazon guaranteed a million listeners would hear the test ad campaigns—one million
impressions—but in a sign of how nascent the program is, there were no targeting options, according to
the deck.
Brands can’t choose the songs their ads accompany, the deck says, nor can they target a specific
segment of shoppers. A second ad agency executive, who spoke on condition of anonymity, says that
the first run of the audio ads program revealed other flaws.

Amazon gave brands only about two weeks to come up with the creative elements for their ads,
including 15- or 30-second audio and an image to run on Alexa devices with screens.

Amazon, the exec said, was not prepared to share key data around how the ads performed, including
whether they prompted action. So participating brands couldn’t tell if a listener had heard an ad for, say,
paper towels, and then visited Amazon to search for that particular product.

There is also no guarantee that a brand participating in audio ads will be the first search result for a
listener who had subsequently visited Amazon.com. In fact, the ad could prompt a listener to search for
an entire category, leading the listener to purchase a rival’s product. It’s those kinds of concerns that
Amazon will have to overcome, says the ad agency exec, who was granted early access to the program.
“The test wasn’t hugely successful,” the agency executive says. “Amazon hasn’t quite figured out how to
insert the ads in a way that makes sense and they haven’t thought out the usability for brands.”
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Amazon declined to comment for this story. Advertisers say the audio ads will be widely available in the
first quarter of next year, but brands will be testing them until then, especially for the holidays.

SOCIAL MEDIA & INFLUENCERS ......…………………………………………………
Пользователи Facebook смогут вручную удалять интересы из рекламных
настроек
https://adindex.ru/news/digital/2019/07/12/273756.phtml
У поклонников соцсети появится дополнительная возможность отфильтровывать неактуальные
объявления
Социальная сеть Facebook в своем блоге объявила об обновлениях настроек показа рекламы,
которые позволят пользователям тщательнее отфильтровывать неинтересный контент. Одно из
нововведений — возможность вручную удалять интересы из поля «Почему я вижу эту рекламу?»,
чтобы в дальнейшем видеть более актуальные рекламные публикации.
В Facebook добавили, что соцсеть будет подробнее объяснять пользователям, почему им показали
те или иные объявления. Например, людям покажут категории интересов, которые за ними
закреплены. Пользователи также по-прежнему смогут увидеть источники своих данных для
таргетинга — эта функция в соцсети появилась в феврале.
В интерфейсе «Рекламные предпочтения» будут доступны списки рекламодателей, которые
загрузили на платформу пользовательские данные, включая электронную почту, и поделились ими
с другими компаниями.
Ранее соцсеть заявила, что собирается платить людям за использование информации о них.
Собирать данные Facebook планирует через собственное приложение Study, однако не уточняет,
какую

сумму

получат

его

пользователи.

Российские пользователи увеличили продажи через социальные сети
и мессенджеры
Самой быстрорастущей площадкой стал запрещённый в стране Telegram
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https://www.sostav.ru/publication/rossijskie-polzovateli-uvelichili-prodazhi-cherez-sotsialnye-seti-imessendzhery-38278.html
Объем онлайн-продаж товаров через «лидеров мнений» в России по итогам первой половины 2019
года составил около 60 млрд рублей. Самой быстрорастущей площадкой стал запрещённый
в стране Telegram, по темпам роста продаж обогнавший более популярные, но уже нагруженные
рекламой YouTube и Instagram, сообщает «Коммерсант» со ссылкой на исследование Admitad.
Больше всего по модели CPA (Cost per Action — оплата действий пользователя на сайте
рекламодателя) растут продажи через мессенджеры, причем более 90% генерируют Telegramканалы. Через мессенджеры чаще всего продают цифровую электронику и бытовую технику,
на которые приходится 71% объема продаж через этот канал. 11% продаж занимают одежда
и обувь, 8% — спортивные товары.
Продажи по модели CPA через социальные сети растут медленнее — на 21% за полгода, их общая
сумма оценивается в 539 млн рублей. Более 50% онлайн-продаж приходится на «ВКонтакте»,
их рост в этой сети в первом полугодии составил 53%. Еще более активно в России растут продажи
через Twitter — на 141%. На Instagram пока приходится не более 5% от общего объема продаж
из социальных сетей — это связано с ограничениями сервиса по использованию рекламных
инструментов, из-за которых в нем нельзя использовать активные ссылки. При этом многие
блогеры используют Instagram для привлечения аудитории, а затем ведут ее на другие площадки.
Продажи через YouTube в первом полугодии выросли на 13% и составили 443 млн рублей.
В YouTube-каналах лидируют магазины с товарами из Китая, на долю которых пришлось более
половины продаж — 52%, или 226 млн рублей.
Блогеры все более востребованы среди рекламодателей на фоне отсутствия роста реальных
зарплат населения, уверяют участники рынка. Так, число интеграций в контент блогеров
в «Одноклассниках» заметно выросло за последние два года, подтверждает представитель
социальной сети. Продвигаются контентные онлайн-сервисы, финансовые и информационные
продукты. Наиболее эффективны прямые продажи через инфлюенсеров, когда контент и реклама
полностью соответствуют друг другу: например, при интеграции финансовых продуктов в сюжеты
о женских тратах.
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«ВКонтакте» анонсировал запуск приложения для знакомств Lovina
Основа нового сервиса – это видеозвонки и видеоистории
https://www.sostav.ru/publication/vkontakte-anonsiroval-prilozhenie-dlya-znakomstv-lovina-38245.html
«ВКонтакте» анонсировало приложение для знакомств Lovina, сообщается в официальном прессрелизе компании. Дейтинг-приложение доступно и без регистрации в социальной сети.
Для начала поиска пары в приложении необходимо создать анкету (при авторизации через VK она
заполняется автоматически). Алгоритмы проанализируют представленную информацию и начнут
предлагать наиболее подходящих собеседников.
Пресс-служба «ВКонтакте»:
Основой механики нового продукта станут видеозвонки и видеоистории. Пользователи смогут
узнать друг друга по-настоящему и убедиться в выборе, чего нельзя сделать только в переписке.
Общий чат создается при взаимной симпатии. Если за 48 часов никто из пары не совершает
видеозвонок,

диалог

исчезает.

Также

предусмотрен

механизм

карусели

видеозвонков.

Пользователи могут переходить от одного к другому и выбирать наиболее приятных собеседников.
В приложении, как обещает «ВКонтакте», не будет рекламы. Но, как и в других дейтингах, есть
дополнительные платные возможности. Сейчас можно предварительно зарегистрироваться
в приложении с помощью чат-бота и оформить предзаказ в App Store или Google Play. За это
пользователи

получат

премиум-аккаунт

на месяц,

который

начнет

действовать

в день

официального запуска Lovina.
Напомним, на то, что «ВКонтакте» тестирует собственный сервис знакомств, обратилвнимание
глава Ассоциации профессиональных пользователей соцсетей и мессенджеров Владимир Зыков.

How 'Social Intelligence' Can Lead to a Better Marketing Strategy
https://www.socialmediatoday.com/news/how-social-intelligence-can-lead-to-a-better-marketingstrategy/558221/
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As humans, we’re wired to socialize. Even in the modern, digital age, 42% of people still prefer in-person
interaction, which trumps technological connections like texting, email, and social media. No matter how
digitalized we become, the inherent desire to connect with others remains.
A big part of effectively engaging and interacting is possessing “social intelligence”, a term which was first
coined by psychologist Edward Thorndike in 1920. Improving your social intelligence is beneficial in many
ways, including developing a better marketing strategy.
What is social intelligence?
Initially, Thorndike defined social intelligence as “a person’s ability to understand and manage other
people, and to engage in adaptive social interactions”. However, the definition was tweaked slightly in
1987 by social psychologists John Kihlstrom and Nancy Cantor to refer to "the individual’s fund of
knowledge about the social world.”
Whichever definition you prefer, social intelligence essentially boils down to knowing one’s self and others,
and being able to relate, build relationships, and navigate social situations.
In his book, "Social Intelligence: The New Science of Human Relationships", science journalist Daniel
Goleman explains that the human brain is designed to form and optimize relationships - and he offers
some specific examples.
For instance, our brains contain more spindle cells, a neuron that’s linked to socializing, than any other
species. We also have mirror neurons that fire when we observe another person performing an action.
Mirror neurons are what enable us to understand the actions of others, and compel us to subconsciously
imitate them. For example, we have a tendency to mimic body posture, where we subtly sit or stand in a
way that reflects another person's posture.
The bottom line is that we’re inherently social creatures, and mastering social intelligence is what helps us
interact fluidly, and build meaningful relationships with others.
What kind of decisions can social intelligence influence?
The key components of social intelligence, such as understanding and being able to relate to others, are
also directly applicable to marketing.
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“A brand needs to not only understand its own vision, mission, core benefits, and differentiators internally,
but it must also understand its customers, competitors, and market,” explains content marketing
specialist Graeme Anderson.
First, social intelligence gives you a better understanding of your customers. When you’re in touch with
your customer base, and are able to put On a more granular level, you can also understand individual
personalities, interests, hobbies, and so on. It can additionally make you aware of any friction points which
could disrupt the customer journey, so that you’re able to adjust sales model, branding, advertising, and
content to better meet the needs of your customers.
Social intelligence also factors heavily into brand success on social media. Some 90% of social media
users communicate with businesses through this medium, and 63% now expect brands to offer customer
service through it. Being socially adept is critical when engaging with customers through social channels,
as it will better enable you to anticipate their needs, address their concerns, and provide outstanding
customer service.
It’s also helpful for efficiently interacting with leads and capitalizing on sales opportunities at the right time.
In one case study, a financial services firmthat was missing out on sales opportunities because they
couldn’t immediately detect changes in a prospect’s lead status used a web data integration solution to
streamline the process.
More specifically, they used it to feed updated data to Salesforce so that they were always current on each
prospect’s lead status. In turn, leads were either updated or eliminated each day so that their sales staff
could pounce on hot leads and focus their attention on prospects that were most likely to convert.
Finally, it can play a significant role in performing competitive analysis. Understanding the behavior, logic,
and strategies of your competitors will enable you to get 'inside their head', which can have some major
benefits. You can figure out their strengths and weaknesses, better predict their future strategies, and
identify untapped market opportunities.
This will put you in a position to fine-tune your own marketing strategy, and accelerate business growth.
Who has used social intelligence well?
One example of a brand that’s thrived using social intelligence is UK-based eCommerce fashion company
ASOS.
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Two of ASOS' biggest markets are the UK and the U.S. - which, as the company found out, are quite
different in terms of demographics, professions, and interests.
ASOS’ objective was to better understand their loyal customers in these markets and adjust their marketing
efforts accordingly. One of the key differences they found was that a large percentage of UK customers
were students, who, as a result, were more active at later times of the day when school was over.
After gaining this insight, they adjusted their social media activity, and were more active later in the day to
better suit the needs of their customers and ensure a fast response. This is key, considering that 85% of
customers on Facebook expect a response from companies within six hours.”
As for U.S. customers, ASOS discovered a trend where this audience spoke frequently about events and
celebrities.
The following illustrates commonly-used words that differentiate the two customer bases:

Using these insights, ASOS varied their marketing approach. They focused on event sponsorships and
celebrity endorsements to reach their U.S. audience and partnered with influential bloggers to reach their
UK audience.
Another example is the online restaurant reservation service Bookatable - they use social intelligence to
perform competitive analysis so that their social media manager is automatically alerted whenever
someone mentions a top competitor on social media. As soon as he’s notified, he instantly jumps on and
starts a conversation to get Bookatable on the radar of targeted leads.
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Business apparel company Cintas also uses social intelligence for competitive analysis, but in a slightly
different way. They use it to see what mistakes their competitors are making so that they’re able to learn
from them and improve the customer experience. To do this, they monitor what their competitors’
customers are saying about them and what their overall sentiment is, which can be done with sentiment
analysis tools.
Final remarks
Being book smart is important, but having street smarts is equally – if not more – important.
Social intelligence is largely what facilitates street smarts, and applies to many facets of life, including
marketing - not only can it help you better understand your customers and interact with them seamlessly,
but it also provides insights into your competitors, and their strengths and weaknesses.
By developing your social intelligence, and using relevant data solutions, you can refine your marketing
strategy and enhance the customer experience.

New Report Finds Instagram Engagement Rates are In Decline
https://www.socialmediatoday.com/news/new-report-finds-instagram-engagement-rates-are-indecline/558327/
Instagram is the hot social platform of the moment, with more and more brands flocking to the platform to
tap into the rising use of Stories and to pre-empt the platform's greater shift into eCommerce.
But could that influx already be impacting overall Instagram engagement?
I mean, that probably makes sense. In late 2017, Instagram reported that were more than 25 million
businesses active in the platform, up from 15 million only a few months earlier. Instagram hasn't reported
any official update to this number since, but you can bet that it's now significantly more than that - and with
more brands vying for attention in feeds, engagement on brand content, overall, has to decline. After all,
there's only so much time users are spending consuming feed posts each day.
And now, a new report has shown just how much brand engagement on the platform is dropping - take a
look at this chart from Trust Insights' latest report.
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Trust Insights analyzed 1,430,995 posts from 3,637 brand profiles (Stories were not included) in order to
ascertain the overall average engagement rate. And as you can see, it's starting to dip, which, again, is
logical, given rising competition. But it's also something to watch, and to note for marketers.
The concern with the rise of Instagram, at least for brands, is that we'll eventually see the same trends we
saw on Facebook. Facebook started out by giving brands plenty of organic reach, but eventually, that
reach started to decline, then decline further, to the point where now it's very difficult to maintain any type
of non-paid connection with the majority of your Facebook Page audience.
Facebook's justification for this has been that people want to see more from their friends, and less from
brands, but the beneficial side effect for the company is that it pushes more companies towards paid reach
options. That could play out the same way on Instagram - and while you can't argue that people go to
social platforms to see content from their friends and family, the fact that 80% of Instagram users also
follow a business would suggest that business content is also what they're coming to see. Could Instagram
still flip that into justification for lower brand reach, which would again increase the need for paid ads?
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Really, that is how Facebook's monetization strategy works. Back in 2016, at Facebook's annual
stockholder meeting, CEO Mark Zuckerberg discussed the company's monetization strategy for all of its
tools, detailing its established, three-stage process:
Build a product that people love
Facilitate organic business behavior on the app (free of charge)
Prove additional avenues for businesses who are seeking to expand their reach and presence
That last step doesn't say anything about limiting the second, but it makes logical sense, and the specific
note of 'free of charge' suggests that, at some stage, brands are going to have to pay. That stage may
actually be the fourth element - limit organic activity in order to maximize revenue potential'.
Given this, Trust Insights' findings come as little surprise - though they do also note that it's not just brand
profiles impacted.
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Influencers are also seeing reduced reach, which could make Instagram marketing even more difficult
moving forward.
So how do you counter this? By focusing on content 'which appeals to your unique audience. Really, you
don't need to reach everyone, you just need to connect with those most likely to buy from your business.
Maximizing your reach is one way to ensure you're catching as many of these potential customers as
possible, but by focusing on your target audience, you can expand your engagement, and boost sales, by
building a more dedicated community.

Facebook advertisers continue to shift ad spending to Instagram Stories
https://digiday.com/marketing/facebook-advertisers-continue-move-ad-dollars-instagram-stories/
Feeds are still the dominant ad placement within Facebook. But ad buyers say they’re seeing more of a
shift to Stories, in particular, Instagram Stories, over the last year.
The increased interest in Stories come from more consumer adoption and the benefits in cheaper pricing,
depending on the targeting and region, buyers said. Indeed, during Facebook’s first-quarter-of-2019
earnings call on April 24, CEO Mark Zuckerberg said that half a billion people every month were using
Stories across Facebook, Instagram and Messenger and COO Sheryl Sandberg revealed 3 million
advertisers were buying Stories. During Facebook’s second-quarter-of-2019 earnings call on July 24,
executives didn’t reveal more usage data, but CFO David Wehner hinted at more adoption.
“In Q2, the average price per ad decreased 4%, and the number of ad impressions served across our
services increased 33%. Similar to last quarter, impression growth was primarily driven by ads on
Instagram Stories, Instagram Feed and Facebook News Feed. The year-over-year decline in average price
per ad reflects an ongoing mix shift toward Stories ads and geographies that monetize at [a] lower rate,”
Wehner said.
Advertisers told Digiday they are spending more on Stories in 2019. Brandon Doyle, founder of Wallaroo
Media, said about 40% of his digital agency’s budgets are going toward Stories ads, though Instagram
feed still is the biggest placement for usage, followed by Instagram Stories, Facebook feed, Facebook
Stories and Messenger. Andrew and Gracie Foxwell, co-founders of Foxwell Digital who manage an 800member association, the Facebook & Instagram Pro Ad Buyers Industry Group, said they estimate about
80% of collective ad spend going to Facebook and Instagram feeds and 20% going elsewhere, mainly to
Instagram Stories. At their agency, where they consult and advise on $10 million in monthly ad spend on
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Facebook and Instagram, the Foxwells said they lean 70% to 30% with more ad dollars going to Instagram
Stories.
Facebook executives have been pitching the importance of Stories to advertisers over the last year.
Looking at its calls with investors, the word “stories” was said 72 times on Facebook’s third-quarter-of2018 earnings call, 63 times in the fourth-quarter call and then 52 times in the first-quarter-of-2019 call.
While it was said only 23 times on the second-quarter call on July 24, advertisers have already adopted it
more as they see worthwhile ROI. The Foxwells said Instagram Stories ads can be 20% cheaper than
feed ads, depending on targeting.
Kieley Taylor, global head of social at GroupM, said she’s anticipating the release of ads within WhatsApp
Status, that app’s version of Stories.
“Largely the opportunity has been with Instagram Stories, but we do see some more reach available with
Facebook Stories as well. Ultimately, we are most optimistic for when ads in Status become available in
WhatsApp,” Taylor said.
The new dynamic ads feature in Instagram Stories have helped drive adoption, as Sandberg said on the
July 24 earnings call. The Foxwells said they saw Instagram Stories only become “viable from a direct
response standpoint beginning in Q2 of this year. They began to show promise in Q1 but showed
consistent delivery and results beginning in April 2019.” That is yet to be the case of Facebook Stories,
leading to slower adoption from agencies like Wallaroo Media and Foxwell Digital.
The addition of more interactive elements on Instagram Stories ads also has inspired more use. Earlier
this year, Instagram added polling to Stories ads. The Foxwells said the best performing ads on Instagram
Stories for direct responses are five-second boomerang videos with a poll. That’s followed by a 10-second
user-generated review of a product.
Taylor of GroupM said she would like to see more interactive features and call-to-action elements such as
lead ads.
But while advertisers have enjoyed the transition to Stories ads over the year last, they remain frustrated
by the increased inconsistencies Facebook’s ads manager in the same time frame. Doyle said his agency
has seen reporting issues, uploading issue and just general loading issues on Facebook ads manager.
These same issues don’t just affect small digital agencies but also large holding companies, an executive
at a holding company said.
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In back channels, private Facebook groups or Twitter direct messages, Facebook engineers have told
vocal buyers that these are known bugs and the work to fix them is ongoing, the Foxwells said.
As Sandberg said on the July 24 earnings call, the adoption of Stories relies on making it easy for
advertisers to deliver these ads.
“We know that it’s not enough to make these new formats available. We also need to make it easy for
advertisers to create effective ads. We do this by launching new ad products and by improving our existing
ones to deliver more value for people and advertisers,” Sandberg said.

Six ways brands can respond to the “demetrication” trend in social media
https://econsultancy.com/six-ways-brands-respond-demetrication-trend-social-media/
Digital marketing is, on paper, all about metrics. Never before have marketers had access to so much data
and the ability to track and monitor their campaigns, often in real-time no less.
But some of the decisions marketers make, particularly in the world of social media, are based on public
metrics that could be going away as tech platforms experiment with so-called “demetrication”.
As detailed by OneZero’s Will Oremus, the concept of demetrication can be traced to an American artist,
Ben Grosser, who has for years been a vocal critic of public metrics such as followers and likes. According
to Grosser, these public metrics impact online behavior in significant ways, and often not for the better.
Now, as social media giants like Facebook and Twitter grapple with the potentially negative effects their
services have on everything from the psychological well-being of users to the outcomes of democratic
elections, it appears that Grosser’s views might be resonating with the people behind the products.
As Econsultancy’s Nikki Gilliland reported, Instagram is expanding the geographic regions of a “like count
ban” test, which hides from users public like counts. Instagram follows Twitter, which has been testing an
app that no longer displays the number of likes, retweets, and replies on reply threads. And YouTube has
already changed the way it displays subscriber counts.
Not surprisingly, these tests and changes have sparked concern and even ire from some users, especially
those who are influencers. In just a handful of years, influencer marketing has exploded to become a multibillion dollar business thanks to the eagerness of brands to reach consumers on social platforms.
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For influencers, the biggest of which can earn tens and even hundreds of thousands of dollars per social
media post, if not more, publicly-displayed metrics are crucial to business. More than anything else, they
are the primary means by which they establish their worth. The more followers they have and/or
engagement their posts generate in the form of likes, retweets, comments, etc., the more money they can
command from brands, many of which use these metrics to find influencers they want to work with.
So how will brands cope if some of the public metrics they currently rely on go away? Here is how brands
can prepare for that possibility.
Invest in their own social media accounts
When brands work with influencers, they are in most cases essentially renting influencers’ audiences.
Those audiences might be large and/or highly-engaged, but determining just how large and engaged they
are could become more difficult if demetrication takes hold.
One way to deal with this is for brands to invest more heavily in their own social media accounts.
While they might not ever be able to grow the audiences of these accounts to the same size as influencer
accounts, they will be able to obtain more detailed information about their audiences and engagement.
That’s because demetrication deals with publicly-displayed metrics. Most social platforms offer more
detailed analytics to account owners, so brands will have access to more detailed metrics for their own
accounts.
Develop strategies for obtaining non-public metrics
One potential workaround for demetrication is for brands to convince influencers to give them direct access
to their accounts so that they can obtain the more detailed metrics that social platforms provide account
owners. Most of the large social platforms offer APIs through which account owners and third parties they
authorize can retrieve analytics for their accounts. Large social media analytics and influencer marketing
platforms often rely on these APIs to obtain and verify data about influencers’ audience and engagement
rates.
Of course, influencers generally don’t freely give third parties permission to access their accounts, which
is why the public metrics are still seen as so important by both influencers and brands.
Brands could find that they have a hard time convincing influencers to give them access to their account
data, especially when only limited engagements, such as one-off sponsored post deals, are on the table.
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However, if enough big brands refuse to pay big bucks without access to metrics that aren’t publicly
available, influencers might have no choice but to become more accommodating.
Establish qualitative assessment criteria
For obvious reasons, digital advertising is a highly quantitative field but that doesn’t mean that there isn’t
room for qualitative considerations. These are arguably very important when working with influencers, as
brands aren’t buying just numbers. Influencers’ personal lives can impact how they are perceived by
followers and the public at large, and that has the potential to affect the brands they are associated with.
While demetrication doesn’t mean that qualitative will suddenly trump quantitative — audience size and
engagement still matter — it does offer an opportunity for brands to rethink just how much weight they give
each. In many cases, they might find that they are undervaluing qualitative.
Make sure campaigns are attributable
Despite the fact that there are a number of simple methods for tracking sales generated by content and
activity on social platforms, many brands that hope to turn influencers’ influence into sales still struggle to
determine the ROI of their influencer marketing campaigns.
In fact, according to a study published by Celebrity Intelligence, only 29% of brands are tracking links in
influencer content, making it all but impossible for the rest to tie their influencer marketing efforts to
meaningful action.
This is a huge shortcoming and demetrication will only make that more obvious. After all, if marketers can
no longer easily point to follower counts and engagement metrics such as likes and retweets as justification
for their influencer marketing spend, they just might be forced to embrace sales-drivenmetrics.
Embrace paid ad offerings
Econsultancy’s Gilliland suggests that a focus on sales-driven metrics could push brands to make greater
use of the paid ad products that social platforms offer. While marketers do have ways to achieve attribution
using organic posts published directly by influencers, paid ad products typically bundle capabilities such
as link tracking and analytics, reducing the amount of work marketers need to do. Demetrication could
make these capabilities more attractive.
Test before making big commitments
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If demetrication makes it more difficult for brands to know what they’re getting from influencers before they
decide to work with them, they should consider embracing test-based approaches in which they select
influencers based on the more limited metrics that are available publicly, as well as qualitative criteria, and
launch fast, limited campaigns with the aim of seeing which influencers deliver results.
Once they have identified the influencers capable of meeting expectations, brands can develop more
robust campaigns with those influencers.

E-COMMERCE…....………….……………………………………………………………
Smart Speaker Shopping Gains Traction
https://www.emarketer.com/content/smart-speaker-shopping-gains-traction
Because shopping on smart speakers is gaining popularity faster than expected, we’ve raised our latest
forecast for smart speaker use.
We expect 31.0 million people in the US will shop via a smart speaker this year, up 31.6% from 2018.
(According to our definition, shopping includes browsing, researching products and adding things to a
shopping cart.) By 2021, this figure will climb to 38.0 million as more than four in 10 US smart speaker
users

look

to

these

devices

for

their

shopping

capabilities.
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Comparatively, 21.0 million people will make at least one purchase via smart speaker this year, according
to our estimates—with the majority of purchases comprising of electronic media, such as movies or music.
(Note: As we increased our smart speaker shoppers estimates, buyer percentages were subsequently
lower than previously forecasted.)
"The smart speaker market is showing no signs of stopping, and with increased adoption comes increased
use, including shopping," said eMarketer senior forecasting analyst, Jaimie Chung. "New users are testing
out the shopping-related features of their devices, and early adopters continue to utilize voice to search
for products, ask for prices, and more."

In a June 2019 survey from Bizrate Insights, 21% of US smart speaker owners said they had ordered
entertainment via their devices compared with the 11% who said the same in October 2018. Similarly,
14% of respondents report re-ordering a previously purchased product in June 2019, compared with 11%
in October 2018.
The number of US smart speaker owners who have browsed products remained at 15% over the past nine
months. Among those who asked for product recommendations, the figure dropped from 18% in October
2018 to 15% in June 2019.
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But while buying through these devices is on the rise, consumers still have certain reservations.
"Although smart display speakers like the Google Home Hub and Amazon Echo Show are growing in
popularity, they still make up a small share of the market, so the main hindrance to buying through smart
speakers—the inability to view products—will remain relevant," Chung said. "In addition, many smart
speaker users are simply uninterested in using their devices for anything other than the tried-and-true
functions with which they were meant to assist: news and weather updates, playing music and asking
basic questions."

НОВОСТИ ИНТЕРНЕТ-РЕКЛАМЫ БЕЛАРУСИ ...….……………………………….
Ежедневная аудитория онлайн-медиа в Беларуси, май 2019
http://www.infopolicy.biz/?p=11730
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Как менялась ежедневная беларуская компьютерная интернет-аудитория онлайн-медиа в мае
2019,

по

данным

медиаисследования

gemiusAudience,

проводимого

по

инициативе

исследовательской компании #DB3/
Пики 17 и 20 мая связаны с гибелью офицера ГАИ в Могилевской области.

Были изменения в композиции аудитории в эти дни по уровню образования и роду деятельности.
Доля читателей из могилевской области составила 18 мая (суббота) — 15%, против обычных 1011%.
Общая майская компьютерная аудитория читателей 76 онлайн-медиа, с учетом пересечения
аудиторий, составила 2,3 миллиона человек в возрасте 15-74 года или 54% охвата всей
беларусскай компьютерной интернет-аудитории.
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НОВОСТИ IAB GLOBAL ..………………………...…….……………………………….
IAB Europe Releases Full 2018 AdEx Benchmark Report
https://www.iabeurope.eu/all-news/press-releases/iab-europe-releases-full-adex-benchmark-2018report/
Brussels, 23 July 2019 – IAB Europe, the leading European-level industry association for the digital
marketing and advertising ecosystem, today released its full 2018 AdEx Benchmark Report. The report,
now in its thirteenth year, is the definitive guide to advertising expenditure in Europe, with this study
covering 28 markets.
Whilst the topline results from the research study were announced at the IAB Europe Interact event in
Warsaw in June, today’s release of the full 80+ page report allows for a far deeper dive into the factors
influencing market growth. This includes the impact from the introduction of the GDPR, as well as format
trends for display, video, social, mobile, classifieds & directories and search.
The AdEx Benchmark study reveals that Europe is both a common advertising market, fueled by similar
growth drivers, and also highly localised. Programmatic, social, video and other drivers have a similar
impact across markets, regardless of their maturity. At the same time, markets differ strongly in terms of
size and metrics like ad spend per capita. For example, although Germany boasts a larger population than
the UK, its digital advertising is more than two times smaller than the UK. Patterns are similar in other large
European economies, highlighting the continued development potential of digital advertising.
Over a decade of like-for-like data in Europe highlights the resilience of paid-for search, particularly in
times of economic uncertainty. We continued to see double-digit growth for paid-for search in 2017 and
2018, despite the maturity of the format. This growth was helped by prices for mobile search picking up to
approximate display levels.
Whilst the first half of 2018 showed all the signs of a slowdown, unsurprising when the market was
responding to such a significant new regulation, the final figures for 2018 demonstrate how quickly it
rebounded, ending with growth across Europe of 13.9 percent – the fastest growth experienced by the
sector since 2011.
Commenting on the results, Townsend Feehan, CEO, IAB Europe said “In the year in which GDPR came
into law, it is encouraging to see such healthy, double-digit growth across the entire region, driven largely
by mobile and video. The digital advertising industry now contributes €55bn towards European Gross
Domestic Product and is adding value to both mature and emerging markets. With digital advertising now
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accounting for 45 percent of all paid media advertising across the region, it is important that we focus on
delivering privacy-first ad experiences which protect the user and ensure this contribution to national
economies is sustained.”
Dr. Daniel Knapp, Chief Economist, IAB Europe continued “Mobile, video and social continue to drive
growth across the region, with mobile now closing in on 50 percent of both display and search, and video
accounting for a third of all display. These formats and environments reflect consumer engagement with
a range of devices, for entertainment, utility and connection, demonstrating the diverse power of digital
advertising to influence consumer decision-making.”
Other insights revealed within the report include:
Video has been a major growth driver for the last 5 years, outperforming the rest of the display market and
growing by double-digits in all twenty-eight markets.
In 2018, video contributed 1/3 of overall digital display revenues in Europe, growing nearly 3x faster than
non-video display.
Out-stream video grew by 44.7 percent on average, compared to in-stream at 19.7 percent. Overall, video
grew by 30.9 percent, to €7.6bn, accounting for 33 percent of the display market.
Search remains the largest online advertising category in terms of revenue with a growth of 12.5 percent
and a market value of €25bn.
Social is fueling display growth across Europe, growing 33.7 percent year-on-year and now accounts for
49 percent of display.
Total mobile ad spend grew by 31.4 percent in 2018, to €22.8bn, and now accounts for 41 percent of all
digital ad spend across Europe.
Download the full report here.
For more information, please contact:
Marie-Clare Puffett, IAB Europe (puffett@iabeurope.eu)
Helen Mussard, IAB Europe (mussard@iabeurope.eu)
About IAB Europe
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IAB Europe is the European-level association for the digital marketing and advertising ecosystem. Through
its membership of National IABs and media, technology and marketing companies, its mission is to lead
political representation and promote industry collaboration to deliver frameworks, standards and industry
programmes that enable business to thrive in the European market.
About the AdEx Benchmark study
The data has been compiled by IAB Europe based on information provided by the national IAB offices
around Europe. The report includes market size and value information for 2018 for the following markets:
Austria, Belarus, Belgium, Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany,
Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, the Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Romania, Russia, Serbia, Slovakia,
Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, UK and the Ukraine. The data represents the calendar
year 2018 January- December. This is the thirteenth AdEx Benchmark study which began in the calendar
year 2006.
Display includes PC-based and mobile banners, rich media and video formats.
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